Playing with dynamite by unknown
seminars 
P H Y S I C S I - ELECTRONIC S 
E X P E R I M E N T S COMMITTEE 
Monday, January 31st 
1 4 . 3 0 
Auditorium 
Tuesday, February 1st 
1 4 . 3 0 
NP Conference Room 
OPEN S E S S I O N 
The following items will be discussed : 
1. Status report on experiment S 1 0 4 , ( S = + l ) missing mass in 
TT~P —> A° + MM, by University of Rome-RHEL collaboration, 
presented by G. Mar in i ; + 
2. Status report on experiment S 9 3 , measurement of 4>TJ~ by 
time dependence of K°—> TT T T ~ , of charge asymmetry in leptonic 
decay, e t c . , by CERN-Heidelberg collaboration, PH I /COM-
7 2 / 1 , presented by P . Steffen; 
CLOSED S E S S I O N 
P H Y S I C S III SEMINAR 
Monday, January 31st 
1 1 . 0 0 
Theory Conference Room 
"Recent Experiments on Weak Interaction Contributions to Nuclear 
F o r c e s " 
F. Boehm / CERN - C a l . Tech . 
CERN COLLOQUIA 
Tuesday, February 1st 
1 6 . 3 0 
Auditorium 
"The Gravitational n-body Problem and the Evolution of S te l l a r 
Clus te rs" 
A. Schlii ter / Max-Planck Institute, Garching 
Abstract : The exact numerical integration of the n-body problem 
with Newtonian forces poses great problems, to which 
both the long range charac te r and the small distance singularity 
contribute. New numerical procedures permit one to reduce these 
difficulties. The numerical resul ts show that the volume of any 
s te l la r c lus te r s i nc reases by a la rge factor during i ts development. 
This is subject to the building up of corre la t ions in the positions 
of the member s t a r s . The overal l development is thus more controlled 
by the appearance of substructures ra ther than by evaporation. 
Tuesday, February 8 
1 6 . 3 0 
Auditorium 
"Black Holes" 
W. Kundt / Hamburg - CERN 
Abstract : S t a r s of more than two solar masses have no low tem-
perature equilibrium configuration. If such a s ta r , or 
core of a bigger s ta r , manages to combust i ts nuclear fuel without 
explosive disintegration, and to subsequently contract within a 
typical radius 2 G M / c^ without centrifugal disruption, i ts radiation 
will no longer reach an 'outside observer ' : it will become a black 
hole . 
Whereas no black hole has yet been (convincingly) 
observed, there a r e a number of possible ( indirect) ver i f icat ions, 
e . g . through the radiation of infalling matter , through the dynamics 
of nearby ob jec t s , through the light bending effect, and through 
radiative fusion. 
DISCUSSION MEETING 
on Experimental Poss ib i l i t i es 
of the 300 GeV ( S P S ) 
Fr iday, February 4 
1 4 . 3 0 
Auditorium 
"Utilization of Omega at High Energ ie s" 
Speakers : 
H. Lengeler - "An r . f . separated beam for Omega" 
B^* French ^ ~ "Utilization of Omega for hadron physics" 
D. T r e i l l e - "Utilization of Omega for electromagnetic 
interact ions" 
(All interested physicists a r e invited) 
